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Introduction
Thank you for inviting me to testify before the Committee. My name is David Burt. I am
the Market Research Manager with N2H2 inc., the world's largest supplier of filtering
software to K-12 schools. I am also a former public librarian and technology manger at
the Lake Oswego (Oregon) Public Library. I have given testimony in the past before the
National Commission on Library and Information Science1, the Congressional COPA
Commission2, and the Pennsylvania State Legislature3.
I'm here to testify on behalf of Assembly Bill 151, a bill that would require public
libraries to install filtering software to protect minors from obscene material. I will
describe for you how filtering software is working for thousands of schools and libraries
across the county, how N2H2's software is well-suited for compliance with AB 151, and
some cost estimates for libraries to comply with AB 151.
Popularity of Filtering Software in Schools and Libraries
Schools and libraries around the country have embraced filtering software. A May 1999
report by Quality Education Data estimates that increased usage of filtering software in
K-12 schools will increase to 71.5% in the 1999-2000 school year over the current 52.5%
of U.S. school districts that used ICM in the 1998-1999 school year.4
A new study 5 by the U.S. National Commission on Libraries and Information Science
shows a dramatic increase in the number of Public Libraries using Internet filters. In
1998, just 1,679 public libraries offering public Internet access filtered some or all
Internet access. 6 In 2000, that number more than doubled to 3,711, 7representing an
increase of 121%. Overall, 24.6% of Public Libraries offering public Internet access use
filtering on some or all terminals. 8One in four Public Libraries offering public Internet
access now use filters.
Librarian Satisfaction with Filtering Software
A survey shows that librarians and teachers are highly satisfied with filters. In April-May
of 2000, library researcher Dr. Ken Haycock conducted a survey of school librarians and
public librarians on the use of filtering software, for the magazine School Library
Journal, a publication of Cahners Research. 9 An impressive 90% of public librarians who
used filters responded that "the software serves its purpose" either "very well" or
"somewhat well". 10
The study asked both school and public librarians who used filters to rate their level of
satisfaction with filtering software in several ways.
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Suitability of Major Filtering Software Programs for Public Libraries
Comparative table of the most popular filtering software packages in schools and
libraries, by most desirable library features.
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How N2H2's Software is Well-Suited for AB 151 Compliance
N2H2 has worked with many libraries around the country to provide filtering solutions
that meet their individual needs. N2H2's filtering offers a choice of categories and a
feature set that allows librarians to configure some workstations for blocking appropriate
to minors, some workstations with optional or no blocking, and to override filtering that
may be inappropriate.
N2H2's filtering enables libraries to provide efficient and useful Internet service for
library customers. Whether filtering the whole library or just the children's sections,
N2H2 allows libraries the flexibility to choose exactly what to filter based on a library's
Acceptable Use Policy. Librarians have the ability to offer different levels of filtering
depending on the locations of your workstations.27
The flexibility of N2H2 allows libraries to closely follow their Acceptable Use Policies
while easing the Internet monitoring burden of library staff. Librarians choose which
categories they want to filter and can create your own block/non-block site list and set
passwords for staff to override any blocked page.
N2H2 offers ten individual categories related to sexual material, offering librarians a
great deal of ability to fine-tune the level of filtering to their individual community
standards. Among the 41 categories offered by N2H2:28
Pornography
Includes material that is obscene and child pornography.
Adults Only
Sites that the author or publisher labels as being strictly for adults.
Education
The Education category allows access to sites that contain material that may belong to
another category, such as Sex, Nudity, or Violence, but that relates to an educational
topic such as classic literature, history, art, or sex education.
History
This category allows sites that contain material that may be in another category, such as
Sex or Violence, but that is non-fictional and historically significant.
Lingerie
Sites that provide photos of models wearing lingerie, underwear, or otherwise scant attire.
Medical
This category allows access to sites that contain material that may belong to another
category, such as Nudity or Tasteless/Gross, but that relates to the study or practice of
medicine.

Nudity
Sites that contain photos or images of bare or visible genitalia, pubic hair, buttocks, or
female breasts. This category includes only sites that contain non-pornographic nudity
(that is, nudity that is not sexually arousing or erotic).
Sex
Sites that contain descriptions or depictions of sexual acts, specifically those without the
intent to arouse. Sexual merchandise and fetish sites fall under the Sex category.
Swimsuits
Sites that contain photos of models in swimwear, especially fashion swimwear photos.
Text/Spoken Only
This category allows sites that contain material that may belong to another category, such
as Pornography, but that is strictly in text or spoken word format. For example,
Text/Spoken Only distinguishes written erotica from graphic pornography sites.
Cost Estimates for Library Compliance with AB 151
The cost of filtering per workstation varies depending on the type and size of the
network. A small library with a few workstations will likely spend $30 to $50 per
workstation, while a large network of hundreds of workstation will probably spend less
than $10 per workstation.
The market research company Frost & Sullivan conducted a pricing study for their 2000
report, "Content Filtering Markets:" 29
In 1999, the average annual per user licensing and/or subscription cost per user was
$17.50 for corporate products, $13.00 for educational products, and $38.00 for
residential products.

N2H2 Filtering technology is available for all sizes of implementations. We have a client
solution that can accommodate one computer at home or in a library, to fully managed
state-wide network implementations. Our fully managed service includes N2H2
hardware and has an associated one-time setup and installation fee of $2,995 to $5,495.
Our software only solutions only have subscription fees associated, and are available for
Microsoft ISA, Microsoft Proxy 2.0 and Volera ICS. Our subscription pricing is on a
sliding scale based on size, from $25 per filtered computer per year to $6.25.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify.
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